
~ NRDC NATURAL RESOURCES DEFENSE COUNCIL 

Via Federal Express (with enclosures) and Electronic Mail to: 1!I'VAJftA. 
. 	 "-""'"'..... ~ 

FOIAlPrivacy Officer 	 a-Mo.: Q.O\\- 0\»;;' •. 
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 

Mailstop: T -5 F09 

Washington, DC 20555-0001 
 =: 1%Z~::: 
FOIA.resource@nrc.gov 

~----------------. 
April 15,2011 

Re: 	 FOIA Request for Records Regarding Information on Nuclear Incident at 

the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 


Dear FOIA Officer: 

On behalf of the Natural Resources Defense Council ("NRDC"), I write to request 
disclosure of records pursuant to the Freedom ofInformation Act ("FOIA"), 5 U.S.C. § 
552, and applicable Nuclear Regulatory Commission ("NRC") regulations at 10 C.F.R. § 
9.11 el seq. 

I. .' Description of Records Sought 

Please produce all non-exempt r~cordsl in NRC's possession, custody or control 
which were created or obtained for the purpose of communication between a) NRC 
(including NRC Commissioners. and NRC staft) and any other persons, including, but 110t 
limited to communications2 with any entity of the U.S. govenunent, the Japanese 
Govemment and Tokyo Electric Power Company, b) between the NRC Commissioners, 
and c) between the NRC Commissioners and the NRC staff, pertaining to the nuclear 
incident that commenced on March 14,2011 at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power 

1 The term "records" is used herein to mean anything denoted by the use of that word or 
its singular form in the text ofFOIA. The term includes correspondence, minutes of 
meetings, memoranda, notes, emails, notices, facsimiles, charts, tables, presentations, 
orders, filings, and other writings (handwritten, typed, electronic) or otherwise produced, 
reproduced, or stored). This request seeks responsive records in the custody of any NRC 
office, including, but not limited to) NRC Headquarters offices, and specifically including 
NRC offices in possession of records pertaining to the subject of this letter. . 
2 The term "communications" must be given the broadest possible meaning and includes 
comments, emails, courtesy copies ofemails, notes, data sets, calendars, personal.digital 
assistant entries, and any other agency record involving communication and/or record of 
communications between NRC and non-NRC persons. 
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Station in Japan. The temporal scope of this request is limited to those agency records 
created or obtained after March 10, 2011. 

II. 	 Request for a Fee Waiver 

NRDC requests that NRC waive the fee that it would otherwise charge for search 
and production of the records described above. FOIA dictates that requested records be . 
provided without charge "if disclosure of the information is in the public interest because 
it is likely to contribute significantly to public understanding of the operations or 
activities of the government and is not p~marily in the commercial interest of the 
requester." 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(iii); see also 10.c.F.R. § 9.41(c). The requested 
disclosure would meet both of these requirements. In addition, NRDC qualifies as "a 
representative of the news media" entitled to a reduction of fees under FOIA.5 U.S.c. § 
552(a)(4)(A)(ii)(II); see also 10 C.F.R. § 9.39(a). 

A. 	 NRDC Satisfies the First Fee Waiver Requirement 

The disclosure requested here would be "likely to contribute significantly to 
public understanding of the operations or activities of the government." 5 U.S.C. § 
552(a)(4)(A)(iii); 10 C.F.R. § 9.41(c). Each of the four factors used by NRC to evaluate 
the first fee waiver requirement indicates that a fee waiver is appropriate for this request. 
See 10 C.F.R. § 9A1(d). ' 

1. 	 Subject ofthe request 

The records requested here pertain to a nuclear accident with global and domestic 
impact, the NRC's understanding of the scale of the ongoing nuclear accident in Japan 
and how domestic reactors similar to those at the Fukushima facility are regulated. NRC 
is a government agency. The requested records thus directly concern "the operations or 
activities of the government." See 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(iii); 43 C.F.R. § 9A1(d)(1). 

2. 	 Informative value ofthe information to be disclosed 

The requested records are "likely to contribute" to the public's understanding of 
government operations and activities. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(iii); 10 C.F.R. § 
9.41(d)(2). The public does not currently possess comprehensive information regarding 
the specifics of the ongoing Japanese nuclear disaster and, as noted above, this disaster 
has global and domestic impacts. The records requested are not currently in the public 
domain, and their disclosure would therefore be meaningfully informative with respect to 
NRC's actions and actions that may need to be taken with respect to domestic nuclear 
operations in the United States. 

3. 	 Contribution to an understanding ofthe subject by the public is likely to 
resultfrom disclosure. 
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Because NRDC is a "representative ofthe news media," as explained in Part ILC 
below, NRC must presume that this disclosure is likely to contribute.to public 
understanding ofits subject. 10 C.F.R. § 9.39(a). In any event, however, NRDC's 
extensive communications capabilities and proven history of dissemination of 
information ofpublic interest obtained from FOIA records requests indicate that NRDC 
is likely to reach a broad audience of interested persons with any relevant and 
newsworthy information obtained from the present request. 

NRDC intends to disseminate any newswOlihy information in the released records 
and its analysis of such records to its member base and to the broader public, through one 
or more of the many communications channels referenced below: 5 U.S.C. § 
552(a)( 4)(A)(ii); 10 C.F.R. § 9.13. As NRDC's long history of incorporating information 
obtained through FOIA into reports, ru1icles and other communications illustrates, NRDC 
is well prepared to convey to the public any relevant information it obtains through this 
records request. 

NRDC has the ability to disseminate information on the Japanese nuclear disaster 
tlu-ough its website (http://www.nrdc.org) (homepage at Attachment 1), which.is updated 
daily and draws approximately 893,000 page views and 378,000 visits per month; future 
issues of OnEarth magazine (excerpts from sample issue at Attachment 2), which is 
distributed to approximately 150,000 subscribers, sold at newsstands and bookstores, and 
made available online free of charge at http://www.nrdc.org/onearth; its Nature's Voice 
is a print and electronic newsletter featuring updates and actions on NRDC's campaigns 
to protect nature and the environment and is distributed to 1.3 million members and 
online activists, and is available on line at htiQ:llwww.nrdc.org/llaturesvoice/defauILasR 
(sample issue at Attachment 3); and other newsletters and alerts, including the following. 
We have already disseminated information on this topic via our website 
(http://s.witchboard.nrdc.org/blogs/mmckinzielthe nrdc nuclear programs note.html). 

NRDC's Activist Alert email list has more than 142,000 subscribers who receive 
regular information on urgent environmental issues (sample email at Attachment 4). 
Information disseminated to Activist Alert email subscribers is also available online at 
NRDC's Action Center, http://www.mdc.orgJaction/default.asp(Attachment5).This 
Green Life is NRDC's electronic newsletter on environmentally sustainable living. It is 
distributed by email to 62,000 subscribers (sample email at Attachment 6) and made 
available online at http://www.nrdc.org/thisgreenlife/default.asp (Attachment 7). NRDC 
Online is a weekly electronic cnviro'ml1ental newsletter distributed bye-mail to 37,000 
subscribers, at http://www.nrdc.orgJnewsletter (Attachment 8). NRDC also maintains a 
staffblogging site, "Switchboard," at httQ:llswitchboard.mdc.org (Attachment 9), which 
is updated daily and features more than 130 bloggers writing about current environmental 
issues. The blogs draw approximately 110,500 page views and 65,000 visits per month; 
Switchboard's RSS feeds have approximately 3,100 subscribers; and Switchboard posts 
appear on websites of other major internet media outlets, such as "The Huffington Post," 
at httQ:llwww.huffingtonpost.com (sanlple post at Attachment 10). NRDC's profiles on 
"Facebook," at httQ:llwww.facebook.com/nrdc.org (Attachment 11), and "Twitter," at 
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http://www.twitter.com/nrdc (Attachment 12), are updated daily and have approximately 
54,000 fans and 8,700 followers, respectively. 

NRDC issues press releases; participates in press conferences and interviews with 
reporters and editorial writers; and has nearly thirty staffmembers dedicated to 
communications work, see "Communications" stafflist at 
http://www,nrdc.orgffib_outlstaff.asp (Attachment 13), NRDC employees provide 
Congressional testimony; appear 011 television, radio and web broadcasts and at 
conferences; and contribute to numerous national newspapers, magazines, academic 
journals, other periodicals, and books. See, e.g., Attachments 14 (testimony ofDavid 
Doniger, NRDC Climate Center Policy Director, before United States House 
Subcommittee on Energy and Environment, Apr. 24, 2009), 15 (transcript, ~'Pollution 
Still a Hazard to U.S. Beaches," CBS, CBS NEWS, July 29,2009 (featuring NRDC Water 
Program Co-Director Nancy Stoner», 16 (transcript, "Companies Quit U.S. Chamber 
Over Climate Policy," National Public Radio, Oct. 6,2009 (featuring NRDC Climate 
Campaign Director Pete Altman», 17 (List ofKCRW appearances by NRDC China 
Program Director Barbara Finamore, NRDC Water Program Senior Policy Analyst Barry 
Nelson, and NRDC Climate Center Director Dan Lashof), 18 (conference brochure, 
"World Business Summit on Climate Change," May 24-26, 2009 (featuring NRDC 
Director for Market Innovation Rick Duke at 9», 19 (article, "For climate pact, a step 
back is sold as first step," Chicago Tribune, Nov. 22,2009 (featuring NRDC 
International Climate Policy Director Jake Sclunidt», 20 (ruiicle, "Court Showdown 
Looms for NYC Electronics Recycling Law," New York Times, Jan. 5, 2010 (featuring 
NRDC Attorney Kate Sinding», 21 (article, "Environmental groups try to block parts of 
California's green building code," Los Angeles Times, Jan. 11,2010), 22 (article, "An 
Inconceivable Truth," Vogue, Aug. 2007 (featuring NRDC Public Health Scientist Sarah 
Janssen), 23 (article, "Green State of the Union," Deliver Magazine, Sept. 2009 (written 
by NRDC communications staff member Francesca Koe », 24 (article, "Is there a 'proper' 
level' of compliance with environmental law?" Trends: ABA Section a/Environment, 
Energy, and Resources Newsletter, Jan./Feb. 2008 (authored by NRDC Senior Attorney 
Michael Wall», 25 (Research article, "Outcomes of the California Ban 011 . 

Pharmaceutical Lindru1e: Clinical and Ecological Impacts," Environmental Health 
Perspectives, March 2008 (co-authored by NRDC Public Health Scientist Sarah Janssen 
and NRDC Public Health Senior Scientist Gina Solomon», 26 (publisher'S notes to 
Clean Energy Common Sense: An American Call to Action on Global Climate Change 
(Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, Inc. 2009), by NRDC President Frances Beinecke), 
and 27 (http://www.nrdc.org/publications, NRDC: Publications in Print, Jan. 12,2010); 
see also Attachments 28-50, discussed below. 

NRDC routinely uses FOIA to obtain infornlation from federal agencies that 
NRDC legal and scientific experts analyze in order to infonn the public about a variety of 
issues, including energy policy, climate change, wildlife protection, nuclear weapons, 
pesticides, drinking water safety, and air quality. Some specific examples are provided 
below. 
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In October 2008, NRDC issued a report assessing the degree of 
enforcement of Califomia's environmental and public health laws. This 
repolt, An Uneven Shield: The Record ofEnforcement and Violations 
Under California's Environmental, Health, and Workplace Safety Laws, 
examined data on known violations and law enforcement responses under 
six critical pollution, health, and workplace safety programs (Attachment 
28). Much ofthe data analyzed in the study was obtained through formal 
FOIA requests. See id at pp. 4, 16. 

NRDC obtained, through a coult-enforced FOIA request, records of the 
operations of the Bush administration's Energy Task Force, headed by 
Vice President Dick Cheney. It made those records available, along with 
analysis of selected excerpts and lin.k:s to the administration's index of 
withheld documents, on NRDC's website at 
http://www.nrdc.org/air/energy/taskforce/tfinx.asp (Attachment 29). 
NRDC's efforts helped to inform the public about an issue that, even 
before the records' release, had attracted considerable attention. See, e.g., 
Elizabeth Shogren, "Bush Gets One-Two Punch on Energy," L.A. Times, 
Mar. 28,2002, at A22 (Attac!ullent 30); Bennett Roth, "Houston Energy
Drilling Firm Appears in Documents from Energy Department," Houston 
Chronicle, Apr. 12,2002, (Attachment 31) . 

NRDC obtained, tlu-ough a FOIA request; a memorandum by ExxonMobil 
advocating the replacement of a highly respected atmospheric scientist, 
Dr. Robert Watson, as the head of the Intergovenu-nental Panel on Climate 
Change. NRDC used this memorandum to help inform the public about 
what may have been behind the decision by the Bush administration to 
replace Dr. Watson. See NRDC Press Release and attached Exxon 
memorandum, "Confidential Papers Show Exxon Hand in White House 
Move to Oust Top Scientist from Intemational Global Warming Panel," 
Apr. 3~ 2002, (Attachment 32); Elizabeih Shogren, "Charges Fly Over 
Science Panel Pick," L.A. Times, Apr. 4,2002, at A19 (Attachment 33). 

NRDC incorporated information obtained through FOIA into a 2005 
report, published and provided free ofcharge at NRDC's website, see 
http://www.nrdc.org/wildlife/marine/sound/contents.asp, on the impacts of 
military sonar and other industrial noise pollution on marine life. See 
Sounding the Depths 11: The Rising Toll ofSonar, Shipping and Industrial 
Ocean Noise on Marine Life (Nov. 2005) (update to 1999 report) 
(Attachment 34). Since the report's publication, the sonar issue has 
continued to attract widespread public attention. See, e.g., "Protest Raised 
over New Tests ofNaval Sonar," National Public Radio, All Things 
Considered, July 24, 2007 (transcript at Attachment 35). 

NRDC scientists have used information obtained through FOIA to publish 
analyses of the United States' and other nations' nuclear weapons 
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programs. In 2004, for example, NRDC scientists incorporated 
information obtained through FOIA into a feature article on the United 
States' plans to deploy a ballistic missile system and the implications for 
global security. See Hans M. Kristensen, Matthew G. McKinzie, and 
Robert S, Non'is, "The Protection Paradox," Bulletin ofAtomic Scientists, 
Mar'/Apr. 2004 (Attachment 36). 

(6) 	 NRDC has used White House doclmlents obtained through FOIA to 
inform the public about EPA's failures to protect wildlife and workers 
from the pesticide atrazine in the face of industry pressure to keep atrazine 
on the market See http://www.nrdc.org/healthlpesticides/natrazine.asp 
(Attachment 37); see also William Souder, "It's Not Easy Being Green: 
Are Weed-Killers Turning Frogs Into Hermaphrodites?," Harper's 
Bazaar, Aug. 1, 2006 (referencing documents obtained and posted online 
by NRDC) (Attachment 38). 

(7) 	 NRDC has obtained, through FOIA, infonnation on the levels of arsenic in 
drinking water supplies across the country. NRDC incorporated much of 
the information into a report, Arsenic and Old Laws (2000), printed and 
made available online through NRDC's website, see 
http://www.nrdc.orglwater/drlnking/arsenic/aolinx.asp (Attachment 39), 
and provided analysis describing its significance and guiding interested 
members of the public on how to learn more about arsenic in their own 
drinking water supplies. Id.; see also Steve LaRue, "EPA Aims to Cut 
Levels of Arsenic in Well Water," San Diego Union-Tribune, June 5, 
2000, at Bl (referencing NRDC report) (Attachment 40). 

(8) 	 In 2000, NRDC used information obtained through FOIA to publish a 
report analyzing the impacts of manure polhltion from large livestock 
feedlots on human health, fish and wildlife. See NRDC, Spills & Kills, 
Aug. 2000, (Attachment 41). 

(9) 	 In 1999, NRDC obtained, through FOrA, a Defense Department 
document, History ofthe CuslOdy and Deployment ofNuclear Weapons: 
July 1945 through September 1977. The document attracted significant 
press attention once it was disclosed. See, e.g., Walter Pincus, "Study 
Says U.S. Secretly Placed Bombs; Cold War Deployments Affected 
Mostly Allies," Washington Post (Oct. 20, 1999) at A3 (Attachment 42). 
One ofNRDC's nuclear scientists, Robert Norris, published a detailed 
analysis of this document explaining its significance to the public. See 
Robert S. Norris, William M. Arkin, and William Burr, "Where They 
Were," Bulletin ofAtomic Scientists, Nov.lDec. 1999 (Attachment 43). 

(10) 	 In 1996, NRDC obtained, through FOrA, test results regarding lead levels 
in the District of Columbia's drinking water supplies. NRDC made the 
test results public along with analysis explaining the significance of the 
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results. See D'Vera Cohn, "Tap Water Safeguards Still Stalled; City 
Failed to Tell Some Residents of Excess Lead Contamination," 
Washington Post, Apr. 18, 1996, at J1 (Attachment 44). 

(11) 	 In 1989, NRDC obtained, through FOIA, testimony, previously 
suppressed by the first Bush administration, by federal experts who 
opposed oil drilling off the coasts of California and Florida. See Larry 
Liebert, "Oil Testimony Reportedly Quashed; Environmentalists say 
Federal Experts Pressured by Bush," Orange County Register, Oct. 5, 
1989, at A6 (Attachment 45). 

(12) 	 In 1988, NRDC obtained, through FOrA, a report by the U,S. Fish and 
Wildlife Service that declared that the government's review of offshore oil 
drilling in NOlthern California was incomplete and overly optimistic. 
Reagan administration officials had tried to keep the report secret and then 
repudiated it upon its ,release. See Eric Lichtblau, "Federal Report Blasts 
Offshore Oil Studies," LA. Times, June 4, 1988, at A32 (Attachment 46). 

(13) 	 In 1982, NRDC obtained, through a FOrA request, an EPA memorandum 
stating that most air pollution monitors have repeatedly underestimated 
levels oftoxic lead in the air. NRDC used the memorandum to inform the 
public about the consequences ofEPA's proposal to relax restdctions on 
lead in gasoline. See Sandra Sugawara, "Lead in Air is Undermeasured, 
EPA Section Chiefs Memo Says," Washington Post, July 11, 1982, at A6 
(Attaclmlent 47).3 

As these examples demonstrate, NRDC has a proven ability to digest and quickly 
disseminate information gleaned from FOIA requests to a broad audience of interested 
persons. Therefore, the requested records disclosure is likely to contribute to the public's 
understanding of the subject. 

4. 	 Significance ofthe contribution to public ullderstanding 

The records requested shed light on a matter of considerable public interest and 
concern: NRC's action,S, contacts and assessments have received worldwide attention. 
As just a few examples, see the following media coverage:,' 

3 Information NRDC obtained through FOrA requests resulted in the following articles, 
in addition to those referenced above: Felicity Barringer, "Science Panel Issues Report on 
Exposure to Pollutant," New York Times, Jan. ll, 2005, (Attachment 48); Katharine Q. 
Seelye, "Draft of Air Rule is Said to Exempt Many Old Plants," New York Times, Aug. 
22,2003 (Attachment 49); Don Van Natta, Jr., .. E-Mail Suggests Energy Official 
Encouraged Lobbyist on Policy," New York Times, Apr. 27, 2002 (Attachment 50). 
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• Matthew Wald and Joseph Berger, New York Times, March 20,2011 
http://www.japantoday.com/category/nationallview/u-s-britain-issue~new
alerts-for-nationaLs-in-ru'eas-north-of-tokyo 

• 	 The India Times, March 24, 
20 I1http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.coml2011-03
24!news12918143 7 _1_safety-review-nuclear-plants-nuclear-reactors 

• 	 Japan Today, March 17,2011 
http://www.japantoday.com/category/national/view/u-s-britain-issue-new
alerts-for-llati onals-in-areas-north-of-tokyo 

• 	 Cinthia Briseno, Der Speigel, April 8, 2011 
http://www.spiegel.de/wissenschaftlteciUliklO.1518.755607.00.html 

• 	 Xinhua News Agency, March 24,2011 
http://seareh.news.cn/language/search.jspa?id=en&t=l &t1""O&ss=&ct=& 
nl=Jaczko 

• 	 Fox Business News, March 28, 
2011http://www.foxbusiness.com/industries/2011103128Ihighly
radioactive-water-leaks-japanese-nuclear-plantl 

• 	 CBS News (Video), March 16,2011 
http://www.cbs·news.com/video/watchJ?id=7359857n&tag=mncol:lst:6 

Public understanding ofNRC's actions and potential options for domestic action 
would be significantly enhanced by disciostll'e of the requested records. Disclosure 
would help the public to.more effectively evaluate NRC's suggested immediate 90 day 
safety review of the operating nuclear fleet ruld the six month evaluation proposed by the 
Chainnan. Disclosure would also help the public to better understand and evaluate 
NRC's actions (or inaction) on the current safety regulations for the domestic fleet, 
particularly with respect to GE Boiling Water Reactors with Mark I or II containment. . 

B. NRDC Satisfies the Second Fee Waiver Requirement 

Disclosure in this case would also satisfy the second prerequisite of a fee waiver 
request because NRDC does not have any commercial interest that would be ftuthered by 
the requested disclosure. 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(iii); 10 C.F.R. § 9.41(d)(3). NRDC is 
a not-for-profit organization. "Congress anlended FOIA to ensure that it be 'liberally 
construed in favor of waivers for noncommercial requesters,'" Judicial Watch, Inc. v. 
Rossotti, 326 F.3d 1309, 1312 (D.C. Ci~. 2003) (internal citation omitted); see Natural 
Res. De! Council v. United States Emfl. Prot. Agency, 581 F. Supp. 2d 491,498 
(S.D.N.Y. 2008). NRDC wishes to serve the public by reviewing, analyzing and 
disclosing newsworthy and presently non-public information about Japanese nuclear 
disaster. As noted at Part ILA, any work done by NRC on the Japanese disaster relates to 
a matter of considerable public interest and concern. Disclosure of the requested records 
will contribute significantly to public understanding of the Japanese disaster, associated 
threats to human health and the environment, and associated domestic regulatory options. 

C. NRDC is a Media Requester 
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Even if NRC denies a public interest waiver of all costs and fees, NRDC is a 
representative of the news media entitled to a reduction of fees under FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 
552(a)(4)(A)(ii), and NRCs FOrA regulations, 10 C.F.R. § 9.39(a); see also 10 C.F.R. § 
9.13 (defining "[r]epresentative of the news media"). See Elec. Privacy Info. etr. v. 
United States Dep 't ofDe!, 241 F. Supp. 2d 5,6, 11-15 (D.D.C. 2003) (a "non-profit 
public interest organization" qualifies as a representative of the news media under FOrA 
where it publishes books and newsletters on issues of current interest to the public); 
Letter from Alexander C. Morris, FOrA Officer, United States Dep't of Energy, to Joshua 
Berman, NRDC (Oct. 8,2009) (Attachment 51) (granting NRDC media requester status). 
As described earlier in this request, NRDC publishes a quarterly magazine, OnEarth, 
which has approximately 150,000 subscribers and is available at newsstands and 
bookstores; publishes a regular newsletter for its more than one million members and 
online activists; issues other electronic newsletters, action alerts, public repo11s and 
analyses; and maintains free online libraries of these publications. These publications 
routinely include information about current events of interest to the readership and the 
public. NRDC staff members are also regular contributors to numerous periodicals and 
books; television, radio, and web programs; and hearings and conferences. Finally, as 
described above, NRDC maintains a significant additional communications presence on 
the internet through staffblogs and secondary coverage ofNRDC communications on 
websites not affiliated with NRDC. See OPEN Government Act <?f2007, Pub. L. No. 
110·175, § 3, 121 Stat. 2524 (2007) (codified at 5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(4)(A)(ii)) (clarifying 
that "as methods ofncws delivery evolve ... sLlch alternative media shall be considered 
to be news-media entities"). As previously noted, infonnation obtained as a result of this 
request 'will, if appropriately newsworthy, be disseminated through one 'or more of 
NRDC~s pUblications or other suitable media channels. 

III. "Willingness to Pay Fees Under Protest 
...... .... 

Please provjde the records requested above irrespective of the status and outcome 
ofyour evaluation ofNRDC's fee category assertion and fee waiver request. In order to 
prevent delay in NRC's provision of the requested records, NRDC states that it will, if 
necessary and under protest, pay fees in accordance with NRCs FOIA regulations at 10 
C.F.R. § 9.33 for all.or a portion of the requested records. Please consult with NRDC, 

. however, before undertaking any action that would cause the fee to exceed $100.00. 
Such payment will not constitute any waiver ofNRDC's right to seek administrative or 
judicial review of any denial of its fee waiver request and/or rejection of its fee category 
assertion. 

IV. Conclusion 

We trust that, in responding to this request, NRC will comply with all relevant 
deadlines and other obligations set forth in FOIA and NRC's FOIA regulations. See, e.g., 
5 U.S.C. § 552(a)(6); 10 C.F.R. § 9.25.' . 

Please produce the records above by emailing or mailing them to me at the NRDC 
office address listed below. Please produce them on a rolling basis; at no point should 
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NRC.s search for-or deliberations conceming-certain records delay the production of 
others that NRC has already retrieved and elected to produce. In the event that NRC 
concludes that some ofthe records requested above may already be publicly available, we 
will be happy to discuss those conclusions. Please do not hesitate to call or email with 
questions. 

Thank you for your prompt attention to this request. 

Sincerely, 

7~ 
("' 

Geoffrey H. Fettus 
Senior Project Attorney 
Naturai Resources Defense Council, Inc. 
1200 New York Avenue, NW 
Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20005 
202-513-6249 
gfettus@nrdc.org 

Jonathan cLaughlin 
Program Assistant 
Natural Resources Defense Council. Inc. 
1200 New York Avenue, NW 
Suite ~OO 
Washington, DC 20005 
202-289-2385 
imclaughlin@nrdc.org 

Enclosures (sent via Federal Express on DVD): 
Attaclunents 1 through 51, Exhibits A through J 
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FOIA Resource 

From: McLaughlin, Jonathan Umclaughlin@nrdc.orgj 
Sent: Friday, April 15, 2011 12:09 PM 
To: FOIA Resource 
Cc: Fettus, Geoffrey 
Subject: FOIA Request for Records Regarding Information on Nuclear Incident at the Fukushima 

Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant 
Attachments: FOIA Request NRC Fukushima April2011.PDF 

Dear FOIA Officer: 

Attached is a FOIA request from the l'Jatural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) for records regarding information on the 
nuclear incident at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear Power Plant. The paper copy, along with a CD with documents in 
support of our request for a fee waiver, was sent via FedEx today, and should be arriving next week. Please do not 
hesitate to call or email with questions. 

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Jonathan McLaughlin 
Program Assistant, Nuclear Programllnternational Program 
Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC) 
1200 New York Avenue NW, Suite 400 
Washington, DC 20005 
Phone: (202) 289-2385 
Fax: (202) 289-1060 
Email: jmclaughlin@nrdc.org 
http://switchboard. nrdc. org/blog s/jmclaughlinl 
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